
JULHAS
Md. Julhas who is a child worker under UDC-12 in the area of Kamrangirchar, Dhaka. 
His life is an example of a very tragic fate. His father Md Ali Akbar was a construction 
worker and mother was a house wife. They migrated into Dhaka from Barisal for a 
prospective life but that was only untouched hope nothing else. However at the end of 
2013, FO (field officer) discovered him as a tempo helper, the most vulnerable work as 
well. Then FO motivated him as well as his poor parents through his encouraging 
capability to join him with the UDC of SOHAY. After that he was got admitted into formal 
primary school in class three by the FO. He was provided School dress along with other 
necessary education materials from SOHAY. He was doing better. On the contrary, he 
was found absent after a few months in the school as well as in the UDC. It was a 
severe hopelessness for the team and FO also who were enhancing his lifestyle. The 
actual truth was his father's sudden serious illness, who became paralyzed and was 
fully unable to move. He was only the earning member of the family. Consequently it 
was a serious disastrous situation for their family. With this fact, his mother started 
working in a plastic factory and Julhas took a job in a metal factory to provide the 
household expenses as well as father's treatment though he had a strong desire to start 
his schooling again. Concerning all the cruel fact FO is trying with a great hope to fetch 
a positive solution for the unlucky boy Julhas and his family so that he can start his 
education again, but not any option is paying off here if any natural coincidence 
happens there to upgrade their situation.

Working Place:
Siraj Metal Workshop
Owner : Siraj Bepary
Address : Lane-02, Cement Ghat,
Hujurpara, Kamrangirchar, Dhaka.
Cell: 01950-884575


